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Education Network session 5  
Date -  17th July 2018, 10.30am, conference call.  
 
Present;  

- Sally Buttifant – Mid-Cheshire CRP 
- Geoff Mitchell – Mytholmroyd Station Partnership  
- Sue Mitchell – Mytholmroyd Station Partnership  
- Martin Keating – Northern  
- Dawn McGough – Community Rail Cumbria  
- Phil Saunders – Merseytravel  
- Ian Davies – ACoRP 
- Naomi Lilley – ACoRP 
- Daisy Chapman-Chamberlain – CRL  

 
Apologies;  

- Fiona Forsthye – Tyne Valley CRP 
- Ro Chandler – Penistone Line 
- Andrew Walker – High Peak and Hope Valley CRP 
- Andrew Varley – Lancashire County Council  
- Jools Townsend – ACoRP  
- Marie Addison – Northern  
- Vicky Cropper – Northern 
- Marion Atkinson – Merseytravel   
- Sally Ralston – Merseyrail  
- Megan Townsend – Network Rail  
- Bob Whitehouse – Bishop Line  
- Alex Peel – ACoRP  
- Richard Watts – CRL  

 
Notes; 
 
1. Introductions. 
Participants introduced themselves to the call. 
Daisy C welcomed the group.  
 
2. CRP and education activity updates from the group with questions regarding any 
activities;  
- Sally B last engaged with a school six months ago due to her high workload with the 
Amazing Women and Marvellous Days Out projects.  
- Geoff and Sue M at Mytholmroyd are now waiting for the completion of their education 
space in the station building, and are coming to CRL to visit their space as well as meet the 
new staff in September.  
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- Martin K reports that he is pleased that a number of station adopters want to engage in 
education, and that he will be contacting CRL to assist with this.   
- Dawn McG has been working with a number of Millom rail room schools, where Sarah has 
also been developing an autumn programme for education and is compiling statistics for the 
visits; she’s pleased with this great start.  

Sandsgate (sp) special needs school will also be engaging from September in a 
confidence-style programme, as staff have been off ill.  
Flimby Primary school have adopted the station at Flimby, and we are excited to see 
what progress they make.  
‘Shackles Off’ have adopted Seascale station; they are a church group with members 
ranging from 8 months to 88 years. With lots of youth participants, they bring a wide 
age range and diverse skills. 
Sally B asks who Sarah at Millom rail room is; Dawn McG explains that the Millom 
rail room won Heritage lottery and Copeland community funding to employ Sarah as 
a rail educator with a teaching background, who works 25 hours a week but will 
hopefully be increasing this.  

- Phil S reports that Kirkby station has been enhanced with a gorgeous mosaic launching 
today, with local high school creators, where the council funded mosaic creation sessions. 

Maghull North is a newly opened station where a time capsule has been created with 
a local school to open in 50 years time.  

- Ian wants to state he’s very impressed by all the work taking place inspiring young people 
and enabling inclusion. 
- Daisy C updated the group regarding CRL’s work including the ‘Beeline’ delay, ‘Twin 
Tracks’ launch, education engagement for the spring/summer term, the new staff members, 
our LGBT+ project ‘Stand Clear of the Closet Door’, Northern and TPE apprentices, the 
‘Changing Stations’ dance project and our expansion of our employment programme into 
‘On Track to Train’ 

 
 
4. Introduction by Naomi from ACoRP.  
-  Naomi introduced the ‘developing the youth engagement’ strategy, aiming to understand 
how ACoRP can support community rail groups in education.  

She emphasised the importance of the issue and that this development has been 
inspired by members. 
ACoRP is trying to understand what works, any challenges and how they can 
support members.  
Naomi addressed the terminology; young people suggested as 11-25 for secondary 
and beyond engagement but Naomi appreciates this starts younger. This is a 
discussion point.  
Jools is also keen to hear what we think effective engagement looks like and any to 
hear any great examples.  
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Ian echoes the above and that all the work so far is fantastic.  He asks how we can 
formulate best practise to move forward, and to help groups who haven’t engaged in 
education?  

 
Daisy C introduces the questions.  
 
Discussion; ‘Engaging Young People in Community Rail’ (see attached paper);  

a) Comments for question 1, ‘What do we mean by young people?’, any 
possible additions or changes; 

- Dawn thinks the comments are spot on and the age range needs to be open but 
comments that it is much easier for CR Cumbria to engage with older groups, with 
less of a worry about safeguarding as can exist with the younger ones. She finds 
secondary engagement is a good approach.  

- Sally B wants to see primary included as well to avoid two sets of strategies.   
- Geoff agrees with Sally’s statement.  
- Ian adds that lots of community rail groups are working with primary groups and this 

is vital to create for passengers for life. 
- Martin suggests splitting the strategy/paper into primary-16 years and 16-25 years to 

cover the full range.  
- Daisy C points out a need for safeguarding training from ACoRP to tackle this worry 

and also highlights that the majority of learning takes place before age 5.  
- Sally suggests 3 groups; primary, secondary and above.  
- Dawn suggests this may be prescriptive.  
- Daisy C suggests that this definition should just be for training purposes.  
- Naomi thanks the group and says these are all great comments. Other ages could be 

included and this will be fed back. A survey will be sent out soon so please input the 
safeguarding requests and any other requests for an AcoRP e-learning safeguarding 
package.  

- Geoff highlights that Mytholmroyd are all volunteers who have great difficulty getting 
in touch with high schools and feel unqualified to do so. They are happy working 
only with primary schools.  

- Daisy C highlights that this is a choice for individual groups to make based on their 
staff levels, experience and preference.   

b) Comments for question 2, ‘Why develop youth engagement in 
community rail?’, any possible additions or changes;  

- Sally B highlights that as community rail links community to rail and young people are 
a huge part of communities, that this is vital work.  

- Daisy C highlights the ‘Nothing about us without us’ principle, and that young people 
need to be consulted on this paper. Naomi and Ian both agreed and will pass this on. 
Daisy C offers to facilitate this within CRL where possible to add to the 
paper/research.  
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c) Discussion on question 3, ‘ What might effective engagement of young 
people within CR look like at a local level? What should it include, and 
what principles might it be founded on? Are there any great examples we 
should learn from or replicate?’, members to put forward main priorities; 

- Dawn highlights engaging youth groups, using the example of XC scout badges which 
could be rolled out wider. She states that the whole process of education 
engagement needs to avoid pressuring groups in terms of resources, funding and 
monitoring. She also highlights the need for a specific aim, and how we can tap into 
existing groups and boards to meet both our and their goals.  

- Sue from Mytholmroyd highlights that they have engaged with the local scouts but 
but are dependent on scout leaders, and did not get a response on the XC badge 
scheme on this occasion.  

- Sally B emphasises that this is a huge question, where effective engagement is a 
positive school relationship with ongoing engagement. She states that we could fill a 
book with great examples to serve as case studies, and should we focus on 
engagement that makes a difference?  

- Daisy C states that this work needs to be outcome led, involving photos, feedback 
from groups and work produced, but must avoid being prescriptive or onerous to 
community rail or education groups, and above all must be flexible.  

d) Discussion on question 4, ‘What barriers or weaknesses might we need to 
overcome?’, members to put forward what they see as the main 
priorities; 

- Ian highlights the negative rail press to overcome, and the need to communicate 
positives to young people through local groups, advertising and marketing.   

- Daisy C raises safeguarding for this section.  
- Sally B states that heavy workload of teachers can prevent engagement in community 

rail.  
- Sue at echoes this regarding the pressures of the curriculum.  
- Dawn feels our work should link with curriculum. Daisy C concurs and highlights the 

existing KS2 links on www.downtheline.org.uk.  
- Ian states that citizenship links in schools and the curriculum should be used.  
- Naomi specifically asks about partnership working with organisations that work with 

young people. Sally B states that this can be easier as the other organisation often 
does the work to engage the young people. Daisy C echoes that this can be helpful, 
for example when working with the Prince’s Trust.  

- Sally B raises a barrier around not having a space to work with young people in.  
- Martin raises the issue of young people being hooked on social media. Daisy C says 

we should use social media as well as traditional methods to engage young people 
and that this is one of the areas in which we need to engage young people to feed 
back to us. We could, for example, have a social media student volunteer. Naomi 
agrees and this has been discussed. Sally highlights the cultural difference between 
young people and the majority of community rail as a barrier.  
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- Daisy C highlights need to engage young people in giving their views to community 
rail, rather than the other way round.  

- Dawn says they have a representative on their partnerships from the youth 
parliament but attendance can be poor. Sally again highlights the cultural barrier; 
young people perhaps worried about or disengaged from coming to community rail 
meetings.   

- Daisy C raises the idea of a community rail youth board with incentives that can be 
dedicated to commenting on community rail issues and projects, as well as visiting 
CRPs and other groups to give feedback. The group felt a mix of this and engaging 
with existing youth groups would be the ideal solution.  

e) Discussion on question 5, ‘What support do we need from the rail 
industry and others to help bring this about?’; 

- Sally B comments on some rail industry support; TOCs have sometimes been 
unwilling to support work experience for students. This should be a lot easier. Dawn 
had a similar experience. 

- Sally B also thinks there should be better links between TOC apprentices and 
community rail groups.  

- Daisy C offers assistance in both and will be approaching CRPs to ask them to 
engage with our programmes, especially with TPE apprentices and work experience.  

- Naomi and ACoRP are also developing work experience placement training in 
October. 

- Martin highlights that in-kind support and time dedication is crucial from both TOCs 
and other partnership members in any project.  

f)  Discussion on question 6, ‘What partners should we look to work with – 
nationally or locally – that are already engaging young people?’;  

- Martin suggests the group U R Potential who have links with Northern and to the 
youth parliament, as well as others.   

- Ian suggests the NCS (National Citizen Service) and The Challenge. 
- Daisy C suggests the NAS (National Autistic Society) and the Prince’s Trust.  
- Sally suggests both guides and scouts  
- Dawn also suggests scouts, Duke of Edinburgh awards, the youth probation services, 

the Young Farmers, and Children in Need 
- Sally suggests V-Inspired. Naomi explains that this is an agency that promotes 

volunteering opportunities.  
- Ian also raises that the Scottish government have dedicated a line to work with 

young people in partnership; how can we tap into this? 
- Naomi thanks the group for their feedback.  
- Geoff asks if they can circulate the paper to local schools. Naomi to check with Jools 

and feedback.  
  

Comments and feedback collated and circulated following the meeting, as well 
as fed back to ACoRP.  
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5. Discussion; our next meeting will be a training session. What should this session entail, 
who should we approach and where should it take place? A suggestion made was to 
approach a teacher/headteacher. Further suggestions are welcome.  
 
- Teacher/headteacher still the most popular suggestion. This will be arranged.  
 
6. Date of next meeting (training session).  
- 16th October as a provisional date  
- Location TBC (please state any preference as early as possible)  
- Daisy C asks the group for questions or topics ahead of time for the teacher/headteacher 
on anything they specifically want addressed.  
 
AOB 

- No AOB  
 
 


